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+    ~   ~   ~  -  - - -- - -  -  ~   ~   ~    + 

 

A thick haze seemed to hang in the forest air as the afternoon sun poked through the trees, 
more than enough to light up the hilly earth but not enough to dry up the oppressive 
humidity. More than a little removed from the beaten path, two female travelers made their 
way through the somewhat dense vegetation as they searched for any evidence of  a trail. 
 

"I'm starting to think that this shortcut wasn't such a good idea..." the rear traveler, a petite 
human named Cheng, voiced aloud. Her naturally olive skin was suntanned even beyond its 
usual shade, and her dark brown, almost black hair was tied in a cute ponytail behind her 
head. Already starting to sweat a bit, Cheng huffed with exertion as she followed her 
companion in climbing over a rotten log. Her outfit was simple and utilitarian, consisting of  
a crop top and short shorts that exposed most of  her slender, almost unnaturally thin body. 
This, coupled with her short height, made her appear quite small. 
 

"Do you see anything up ahead, Umi?" Cheng asked her companion, grabbing onto the 
satchel slung around her body and craning her head to get a look over the shrubbery that 
was as tall as she was. 
 

"I think there's a trail up ahead..." Umi, Cheng's elven traveling companion, began in 
response. "But it's not the one we were looking for. I don't know where it might lead." Umi 
was a bit taller than Cheng, but only barely. Her wavy, medium-length hair complimented 
her huge, round-spectacled glasses, giving her the appearance of  a scholar or perhaps a 
wizard. Dressed cutely in an unbuttoned short-sleeve blouse with a frilly top underneath, 
Umi looked perfectly in her element. Down below, she wore what was once a large, 
multicolored skirt, having since been slashed to allow her more freedom of  movement. An 
ornate staff  radiated with a subtle magic energy as it sat strapped to her back. 
 

"W-Well, what should we do?" Cheng asked over the sound of  the twigs breaking beneath 
their feet, holding her bag tightly. "We can't just keep wandering around... who knows what 
else is in these woods?" 

 



"Wait!" Umi suddenly exclaimed as they reached the trail in question. "Look!" the elf  
pointed down at the dirt, at a series of  huge footprints interspersed with much smaller ones. 
"A party's been though here... a big one. These tracks look fresh!" 

 

"Weh, how can you tell?" Cheng asked with disbelief. "Well... what kind of  a party was it?" 

 

"Probably goblins," Umi added with a little shrug. "They're common around here. Looks 
like they've got some pretty big pack animals, too, so they must be on the move." 

 

"G-Goblins?" Cheng began, taking a step back. "Umm... that sounds... kinda scary." 

 

"Let's go, Cheng!" Umi urged with a smile as she took off  jogging in the direction of  the 
footsteps. "If  we can catch up to them, I'm sure they'll take us to town!" 

 

"H-Hold on, Umi!" Cheng began, before taking off  after her elven friend. "Wait for me!" 

 

~ ~ ~ 

 

It wasn't easy for Cheng to keep up with the elf's natural quickness, but she somehow 
managed. Umi's theory was confirmed when the two caught up to a large party of  traveling 
goblins. They were short and stocky, scantily dressed but otherwise quite cute. 
 

Accompanying them were a group of  massive, hulking pack lizards. The huge reptiles 
walked like dinosaurs on two powerful legs with humongous tails swinging behind them, a 
multitude of  luggage strapped to their backs. Their arms were lifted by their sides as they 
slowly walked alongside the goblins, each one with a chubby belly gently bouncing with 
each step. Some of  their mouths hung agape, panting from the humidity as heavy blobs of  
drool dripped from their slimy tongues. 
 

"Ooh, this is perfect!" Umi cheered quietly as she grasped Cheng's hand. "They can 
certainly show us the way to town~!" 

 

"U-Umi!" Cheng began, blushing heavily as her voice began to quiver. "They're goblins! 
They're dangerous... wh-what if  something happens to us?" 

 

"Well, then we'll just respawn nearby and try again, won't we?" Umi said with a wink. 
"Come on, don't be scared~" 

 

"But we don't even have anything to offer them!" Cheng insisted. "...Do we?" 

 

"Eheh~" Umi teased, winking at Cheng as she gave her hips a little shake. "Just leave that to 
me! Beast folk like these only have one thing on their minds, anyway..." 

 

"O-Okay..." Cheng reluctantly agreed. "Just leave me out of  it! These guys scare me..." 

 



"You can count on me!" Umi cheered, before running up behind the traveling goblins, who 
hadn't noticed them yet. "Hey! Hey you!" she yelled. 
 

The goblins all turned around at once, and the pack lizards stopped a second later. A goblin 
much larger than the rest of  them - the obvious leader - walked to the rear of  the pack, 
closest to Umi, and crossed his arms in front of  his bare chest as he glared at her. "What do 
you want?" he bellowed. 
 

"I don't suppose you boys would be so kind as to show me the way to town, would you?" 
Umi began as she sensuously unbuttoned her blouse. "I don't have much to offer you... 
except for my body, if  you'll have me~" the elf  teased as she lifted one side of  her now 
unbuttoned blouse. At some point, she had inconspicuously removed the top she was 
wearing underneath, leaving her breast totally exposed to the goblins in front of  her. Umi 
began to blush heavily, her hands shaking from excitement. 
 

A chorus of  murmurs spread throughout the goblins. Their leader gave a huge grin as his 
loincloth slowly began to lift, obviously excited by the sight of  the bared elf  flesh. 
 

"You've got yourself  a deal, lady!" he barked, and the goblins rushed toward her. 
 

Umi giggled affectionately as the goblins, each of  which was only about half  of  her size, 
slowly began to crowd her. One grabbed her by the hand and led her to the side of  the road. 
The others began to snicker as they indiscriminately began to grope her, the excitement 
rapidly spreading among them. 
 

Umi allowed the goblins to push her onto the ground up against the side of  a hill so that 
her entire body was accessible to them. The little travelers were hornier than she'd expected, 
and she watched their loincloths lift up one by one, only to be removed. The elf  quickly 
found herself  surrounded by green goblin penises of  varying levels of  erection as they 
moved into position, each trying to figure out how best to take advantage of  the willing 
prey. 
 

Despite only being half  the size of  the average elf, goblin cocks were about the same size as 
elves', a fact that Umi quickly remembered as the little beasts moved in on her. One by one 
they began to pull at her clothes, pulling them off  just enough to get at her silky, nubile 
body. 
 

Umi moaned with excitement as one of  the goblins climbed and began to kiss her, pressing 
his lips against hers and invading her mouth with his tongue. At the same time, another 
buried his face in her breasts before beginning to lick and suck on her rapidly stiffening 
nipples. The elf  reached down in-between his legs and wrapped her slender fingers around 
his scrotum. It had already descended from the excitement and had undoubtedly begun to 
ready his seed. The thought sent a surge of  arousal through the eager elf's body. 
 



Off  to the side, Cheng began to shiver as she watched the lewd orgy unfold. As scared as 
she was, she couldn't deny how much fun it looked like Umi was having, and she soon 
found herself  getting hot and bothered as well... 
 

Just then, Cheng was snapped back into reality by the heavy footsteps of  an approaching 
pack lizard. Based on its sheath, she could tell it was a male, but unlike the humanoid 
goblins, the beast didn't seem interested in its natural urges. Rather, it looked hungry. 
 

"Umm... h-hey there, big guy..." Cheng stammered as the hulking lizard towered over her, 
staring down at her with hungry yellow eyes. Her eyes slowly traveled down from its face to 
its pudgy belly, from where a chorus of  muffled rumbles were emanating. 
 

*grrrrrrrn* 

 

"Hey, your tummy-" Cheng began, but was suddenly cut of  as a hot blob of  slime 
splattered onto her head from up above. The surprise was enough to knock her down onto 
her ass, causing her to yelp. When Cheng looked up, the beast was not only still staring 
intently at her, but was now also drooling freely. As its tongue snaked out of  its mouth and 
ran over its scaly lips, more saliva dripped out of  its mouth and onto Cheng, who 
shuddered with each warm drop that touched her body. 
 

"Umm..." Cheng began as she nervously began to back away from the giant lizard, crawling 
as she was too nervous to stand up. Yet the beast refused to let her go, moving along with 
her so that it was directly over top of  her no matter where she tried to go. 
 

Then, before she could stand up, the beast bent down and started to hungrily lick her over, 
slathering her with sticky spit as it dragged its fleshy tongue all over her body. Cheng 
whimpered as the pack lizard licked her, feeling its saliva cover every inch of  her body as its 
hot breath invaded all her senses. 
 

*gluuuuuurgle* 

 

Just then, Cheng's attention was drawn to the beast's stomach, which had begun to 
anxiously groan louder than before. Oh, no... Cheng thought, her chest seizing with fear as 
she realized what was happening. He's looking at me like food... and now he's tasting me to decide if  
he wants to eat me! 
 

"U-Umi..." Cheng cried as she turned towards her friend, only for the lizard's tongue to 
smack against her back and knock her face-first into the ground. Up ahead, a few of  the 
goblins watched her, snickering with amusement but otherwise doing nothing to intervene. 
The rest of  them were far too occupied with Umi, whose attention was likewise busy with 
her own unfolding debauchery. 
 

Umi, meanwhile, had begun to huff  with excitement as the goblins started to pull and tug at 



her pants, eager to get in-between her legs at her prized honeypot. Both of  her hands were 
occupied stroking separate goblins to life, enjoying the feeling of  their warm bodies in her 
fingers as their cocks grew and throbbed in her hands. Suddenly, a goblin that had been 
standing a little higher up on the hill roughly grabbed her by the hair and forced her face 
into his crotch. Umi moaned as she felt her cheek and the side of  her nose pushed up 
against the side of  his stiff  manhood, the goblin's fingers running across her other cheek as 
if  trying to coax her lips to wrap around the tip of  his cock. 
 

Umi obediently opened her mouth and began to lick at the base of  the goblin's shaft. He 
had a warm, meaty, slightly salty taste to him, and it didn't take long for his natural musk to 
utterly consume her senses. Reaching up, she wrapped her fingers around his cock and slid 
it into her mouth, letting its pulsating head slide across her tongue as the eager goblin began 
to buck his hips back and forth. 
 

Umi had just began to enjoy the taste of  the goblin's throbbing cock when a scream echoed 
throughout the clearing. Off  to the side, Cheng was struggling violently as the pack lizard 
went from tasting her to devouring her. After covering her body in a generous portion of  
its own saliva, the beast chomped down on her head-first, letting her legs flail about as it 
hoisted her high into the air. The massive creature started to roughly toss her around in its 
mouth, letting her body slide deeper into its throat with each bite. Cheng's desperate 
screams were heavily muffled from inside, especially as its tongue slapped against her and 
filled her mouth with its saliva, causing her to gag. 
 

Then, as if  to dispel any uncertainty about its intentions, the lizard beast started swallowing 
her whole. 
 

*GLUUURK* 

 

The wet, throaty gulp echoed throughout the clearing as the wriggling lump descended 
from the beast's chin and into its throat. Still poking out of  its lips, Cheng's feet began to 
kick with desperation as the beast consumed her whole. Off  to the side, the goblins' leader 
had begun to cheer the pack lizard on with earnest, encouraging it to make short work of  
the nubile human girl. 
 

"Thata boy!" the goblin cheered, "bottoms up!" 

 

*GULLLP* 

 

All at once, Cheng disappeared as the squirming lump in the lizard's throat, sliding down 
into its chest. A few seconds later, a wet squelch could be heard, and the lizard's stomach 
descended all at once as it filled up with food - one fresh human. 
 

The pack lizard began to lick its lips as its bulging stomach started to squirm. Cheng's 
horrified screams were just barely audible from the other side of  its belly, and were quickly 



replaced by a thick, low gurgle that began to emanate from where she was trapped. She was 
done for - she was food. 
 

"Cheng!" Umi began, at once concerned for her friend's well-being. "W-Wait, somebody 
help Cheng, she- AH!" 

 

Umi was interrupted as a sudden, familiar sensation completely overcame all of  her senses. 
While she was distracted, the goblins had finally managed to get her pants all the way off, 
ripping her panties off  as well and leaving her flower totally exposed. Unable to hold back 
any longer, one of  the goblins immediately mounted her, thrusting his bulging cock into 
her dripping, ready pussy and bottoming out inside of  her. 
 

The elf  cried out in pleasure as the goblin, whose head only came up to her chest, began to 
eagerly pump in and out of  her, letting out little huffs of  pleasure as it fucked her raw. 
Immediately after, another goblin grabbed her by the face and roughly shoved his cock back 
inside of  her mouth. Umi sighed. She was being thoroughly used. 
 

Oh, well... she thought to herself  in resignation. Cheng will be fine. That lizard beastie looked like 
he could use some lunch, anyway. I'd just better focus on working these goblins over... 
 

Umi soon forgot about her friend's fate inside of  the lizard's stomach as the goblins went 
to work on her, using every orifice they could get their hands on. The frisky elf  was utterly 
consumed by her own lust as the horny goblins had their way with her, drowning her in a 
sea of  lust and pheromones. 
 

After a few minutes of  this, Umi yelped as the goblin in-between her legs buried himself  all 
the way inside of  her and stopped. A second later, he let out a howl, and she could feel his 
cock start to pump. 
 

Oh, he's breeding me~ Umi chuckled as she wiggled her hips, feeling a new, alien warmth 
spread throughout her loins as the goblin fired off  inside of  her. Lucky guy! Seconds later, 
the goblin whose cock she had been working with her free left hand exploded as well, firing 
off  strands of  hot, sticky semen that splattered across her exposed chest. 
 

Then, as soon as it happened, they were finished. The goblin fucking her pulled his cock 
out with a laugh, letting his cum bubble out of  her pussy and onto the ground. Another 
goblin quickly replaced him, burying his warm shaft inside of  her for his turn at filling her 
up. Likewise, the flaccid dick in her hand was quickly replaced by a new, hard one as 
another goblin expected to be jerked off. 
 

Umi moaned with delight at the company of  the horny goblins as they took their turns with 
her, using her whatever way they wished. The goblin using her mouth buried his meat all 
the way in, pushing his balls up against her chin. Umi could feel them start to churn and 
tighten and, sure enough, he came a second later, moaning as he splattered his cum all along 



the inside of  her mouth and against the back of  her throat. 
 

*glk* *glk* *glk* 

 

Umi began to eagerly swallow, pulling his cum down her throat as she milked his balls for 
everything they had. He quickly pulled out, only for another goblin to replace him as well. 
This one took a more direct approach, climbing on top of  her to properly face-fuck her. At 
the same time, she felt the goblin in her pussy fire off  again, painting her innards with a 
fresh coating of  cum. He made sure to empty his balls out inside of  her before pulling out. 
This time, he was replaced by two goblins, one fucking her properly and the other one 
getting underneath of  her to penetrate her anus. Umi cried out with delight as meaty goblin 
cocks invaded her from all angles, her body heat skyrocketing as she became flushed with 
sexual energy. 
 

Oh YES~ Umi thought as her back arched, her entire body pulsing and throbbing with pure 
pleasure. She eagerly wrapped her tongue around the goblin's cock as it pushed into her 
mouth, moaning with glee as she felt it start to pulse a second later, followed by another hot 
ejaculation right into her throat. 
 

Just as Umi had started to gulp down her second helping of  goblin cum, he unexpectedly 
pulled out and blew the second half  of  his load on her face, covering her in the warm, 
sticky substance. Umi pouted playfully as the last rope of  cum shout out and onto her face, 
before eagerly licking the dripping goo off  of  her lips. 
 

Just as soon as that goblin had finished, Umi felt something tap her on the head as another 
goblin started to climb on top of  her. Staring up in-between its naked legs, Umi was 
surprised to see a dripping pussy rather than the usual cock and balls. 
 

The elf  eagerly opened her mouth and stuck out her tongue as the goblin girl excitedly 
planted herself  on her face and began humping her a second later, gliding her slick vulva 
across her mouth and nose. The heavy musk of  the goblin's fluids overwhelmed her senses 
once again, practically drowning her in juices as the horny goblin tightened her thighs 
against the side of  her head and humped her mouth, hard. 
 

Before long, the goblin girl came, her vagina visibly twitching as her fluids dripped freely 
down Umi's cheeks. Rather than pull off, however, Umi was surprised to see the goblin girl 
lift her hips up for only a few seconds of  respite before planting them back twice as hard 
and face-humping her with renewed vigor. 
 

These lewd scenes continued on for several more minutes as the goblins used and abused 
her, taking advantage of  her orifices as convenient semen receptacles. The orgy could only 
last for so long, however, and before much longer, the last few goblins with a load to blow 
had all converged on Umi, huffing as they all sought to finish her off  with one last 
explosion of  sexual energy. 



 

That moment came a minute or so later, when the last six or so goblins remaining all 
seemed to orgasm at once. Umi cried out in ecstasy as she felt her ass and pussy fill up with 
hot goblin cream, sending her into her own orgasm as they fucked her senseless. Lines of  
sticky cum splattered across her body, drenching her torso even further. The balls slapping 
against her chin tightened up against the cock in her mouth, sending another fresh spurt of  
semen across her tongue and into her throat. 
 

*glk glk glk* 

 

One by one, the goblin's gradually relaxed and pulled away from her, leaving her panting 
and dripping with cum and sweat. Umi's tongue slid satisfyingly across the rapidly shrinking 
goblin cock in her mouth one last time, licking off  the last of  his fluids before he pulled it 
away from her lips with a plop. When all was said and done, all that was left of  Umi was a 
heaving mess, absolutely drenched bukkake-style with ejaculate. 
 

"Heh, that oughta do it!" a deep, raspy voice came from the side. It was the goblins' 
oversized leader - the only one who hadn't joined in on the orgy. "Nothin' makes me 
happier than seein' you elves get put in yer place. Don't ya boys agree?" 

 

All of  the goblins grunted and cheered, some of  them stroking half-chubs back to their 
flaccid sizes. 
 

"What do ya think, elf? Had enough?" the leader asked as he slowly approached her, "or do 
ya think yeh can take one more?" 

 

"Yes, sir!" Umi began excitedly, wiping some of  the semen off  her face as she eagerly 
turned to face the goblins' leader. 
 

At the last second, however, she caught a glimpse of  the pack lizard from earlier, laying on 
his side as he licked at his bulging belly. 
 

"Ah!" Umi cried out, suddenly remembering her friend. "Cheng! Uhm... oops..." 

 

"Eh? What'sa matter, elfmeat?" the goblin leader began, before turning to face the pack 
lizard. "Ah..." he gave a knowing nod as he realized what was going on. "So yeh miss yer 
friend, eh? Well... how about we take ya right to her?" 

 

The goblins all began to laugh as the leader walked over to Umi and lifted her off  the 
ground. By now, she had wiped much of  the semen off  of  her body, and more still 
continued to drip off  as the goblin carried her towards the lizard. "Huh? W-Wait..." she 
stammered, "what are you doing?" 

 

"Well, I was jest thinkin'..." the big goblin began, "that one bitch yer size won't be enough 



to fill 'im up. If  we don't feed 'im some more..." he continued, "he'll just be hungry later~" 

 

Umi let out an excited gasp as she realized what was going on. "B-But what about our 
deal?" she stammered, although, deep down, she knew that she couldn't pass up this 
exciting new development. 
 

"Oh, don't you worry..." he continued, "I'll make sure these boys find a nice big ditch 
outside tha city walls to take care of  yer in!" 

 

Umi bit her lip. They had been swindled! But somehow, it was all so... satisfying. She 
couldn't deny it. Besides... Umi thought with resignation, I can't let this big lizard go hungry~! It's 
not his fault! 
 

By the time the goblin carried Umi over to the pack lizard, she had already resigned herself  
to becoming its meal. The elf  looked down at the massive creature from up above as it 
started to sniff  her legs, shivering as its lips touched her feet. Go on, eat me, baby~ she 
thought to herself  as a smile spread across her face. Eat me up. Swallow me whole. I'm your food, 
so churn me up in that belly of  yours~ 

 

The lizard, of  course, didn't need anyone to tell it to do so. Deciding she was a suitable 
addition to its earlier meal, the lizard promptly chomped down on Umi's feet, causing her to 
gasp in surprise. 
 

Then, the goblin dropped her, but did it in such a way that, rather have her entire body slide 
right into the pack lizard's mouth, the lizard was able to grab onto her lower half  while 
dropping the rest of  her onto the ground. Umi yelped in surprise as her knees slid past its 
lips at the same time her nude torso hit the ground. 
 

"Oww..." Umi groaned as she looked up from the ground, just in time to see the goblin 
leader pull off  his loincloth and let his massive cock flop out in front of  her. 
 

"Yeh didn't think I was gonna let yeh get off  so easy, did ya?" the goblin laughed as her 
began to stroke his member, bringing it to life in his hands. Umi's eyes went wide as she 
watched his meat slowly rise, quickly engorging itself  to twice the size of  the smaller 
goblins' penises. 
 

*SHLURP!* 

 

Umi cried out in surprised pleasure as the lizard's tongue, unfettered by the lewd activities 
going on outside, wrapped around its prey's thighs and pulled her deeper into its mouth, 
pulling her feet past its tonsils and into its throat. 
 

"Ooh, looks like he's gettin' hungry!" The goblin leader barked as he walked over to Umi, 
whose upper half  was still poking out of  the lizard's mouth. "Better make this quick, then!" 



He yelled as he wrapped his fat fingers around his member and lifted it up, deftly stroking it 
to an erection. Skipping the formalities, the eager goblin planted himself  in front of  the 
lizard and pushed his cock into Umi's face. 
 

Umi gasped as the engorged head of  the goblin leader's cock pressed against her cheek, 
leaving a little blob of  precum on her pearly skin and smearing it. The eager elf  obediently 
turned her head and faced her fate by wrapping her lips around that head and taking it into 
her mouth. 
 

The goblin groaned as he leaned forward, easing his cock into Umi's mouth. The elf  
moaned in response as her mouth filled up with hot goblin meat, the massive rod sliding 
across her tongue and pushing against the back of  her throat. 
 

Just as Umi was starting to enjoy his taste, however, the goblin went to work, bucking his 
hips forward and back to rightly face-fuck her. Umi shut her eyes tight as he used her 
mouth like a gloryhole, promptly pounding her mouth with regard only for his own 
pleasure. Saliva started to fly as he railed her. Umi did her best to keep up, eagerly using her 
mouth to suck the goblin off  as her tongue played across the skin of  his massive, throbbing 
member. 
 

*GLUUURK* 

 

Umi cried out in pleasured surprise as the eager lizard swallowed her again, taking her 
thighs into its throat up to her hips. By now, only her head remained outside of  its mouth, a 
fact that the goblin leader took full advantage of  as he began to face-fuck her harder and 
harder. His balls continually slapped against her chin as her pounded in and out of  her 
mouth and bulged out her throat with his goblin meat. 
 

As all of  this was going on, one thought persisted in Umi's mind more than anything else: 
Will he finish before the lizard swallows me whole? 

 

"Ngh... unh!" 

 

Umi got her answer just seconds later when the goblin leader thrust his now fully-erect 
penis into her throat all the way up to his hilt, so that her nose was pressed into his lower 
belly. She felt him start to orgasm immediately after as his urethra began to throb against 
her tongue. 
 

Then, the inevitable happened. Thick globs of  hot semen started to spurt out from the 
goblin's cock and directly into Umi's throat. The elf  groaned as an uncomfortably heavy 
load of  goblin cum was suddenly forced down her own esophagus and into her own belly. 
 

*glk glk glk* 

 



Umi did her best to swallow all of  the goblin leader's cum as he emptied his sack into her, 
though she quickly realized that the amount of  semen swirling in his balls was much higher 
than any of  the others. The elf  was still working on the sticky load when the lizard's tongue 
wrapped around her face and began to drag her all the way into its mouth. Umi groaned as 
she was forcefully dragged away from the goblin's cock while it was still firing off  inside of  
her. The inflated helmet pulled out of  her throat and into her mouth, splattering her tongue 
and tonsils with the sticky cream. 
 

Umi felt her lips slide off  of  the tip of  his cock just as the last jet of  semen shot out and 
hit her in the lips. She eagerly licked it off  just in time to realize that she was now staring 
directly out of  the lizard's throat; it had her right where it wanted her. 
 

*GUUUULLP* 

 

Umi didn't even have time to thank the goblin leader for filling her up before the lizard's 
throat suddenly closed down on her, forcing her down its throat as it swallowed her whole. 
The warm, slimy tightness of  the beast's gullet engulfed her from all sides as it carried her 
into its body, reminding her that she had immediately gone from "sex toy" to "food." 

 

Outside, a massive, wriggling lump made its way down the pack lizard's muscled throat 
before entering into its gut. The goblins watched as its belly suddenly bulged out with twice 
the weight it had held just a few moments ago as the second girl entered its stomach, 
contributing to its meal. The goblin leader laughed heartily as his cock slowly shrunk back 
to its flaccid size. 
 

"Well, that takes care of  'em," he commented aloud. "Les' go, boys - we'll be seein' them 
again in a few days!" 

 

~ 

 

*GLORP* 

 

A slimy squelch resounded as Umi was messily deposited into the pack lizard's stomach, 
sliding haphazardly on top of  its previous meal. Umi groaned as her naked butt came into 
direct contact with Cheng's chest, knocking the latter to the stomach floor and pinning her 
down so that her back was to Cheng's chest, and the latter's head was between her legs. 
 

"Ch-Cheng?!" Umi cried out, trying to move but quickly finding herself  held in place by the 
compression of  the lizard's stomach muscles. "Are you alright?" 

 

"U-Umi..." Cheng croaked, her voice audibly hoarse from screaming - or perhaps sobbing. 
"We're lizard food..." 

 

"I know!" Umi cried, the excitement clear in her voice. "Isn't it awesome? That big guy 



looked so hungry... I'm so happy we get to feed him together~" 

 

"Y-Yeah..." Cheng admitted, and then laughed, her answer betraying her true feelings in 
spite of  her tears. "It hurts... but it feels incredible." Having been swallowed first, Cheng's 
body was a sopping, slimy mess. Her clothes had been digested into tatters, though they still 
clung to her slime-drenched body. 
 

"Umm... Umi?" Cheng began, her tiny voice barely audible among the heavy gurgling of  the 
lizard's stomach. "What's all of  this... dripping out of  you?" 

 

Umi chuckled as she wiggled her hips next to Cheng's face. "I had some fun with the 
goblins, and they left me with their own little presents~" 

 

"There's... so much..." Cheng noted as Umi's pussy and anus continued to flow with semen. 
 

"Eheheh, you should see how much they made me swallow!" Umi noted as she patted her 
pot belly, distended from all of  the loads forced down her throat. "Mmh... but having you 
down there is making me... a little horny again~" Umi giggled as she slid herself  downward 
and playfully pressed her pussy against Cheng's face. 
 

Cheng moaned submissively as Umi pressed her flower into her face, smearing her mouth 
and nose with a mixture of  salty goblin cum and Umi's own fluids. The human girl 
responded almost automatically, lifting her head slightly to press her lips and tongue into 
Umi's labia. 
 

Umi let out a groan, pressing herself  down harder against Cheng as the latter began to eat 
her out. Cheng noted with joy as a mixture of  Umi's sweet nectar and the salty, bitter seed 
that she had been bred with flowed into her mouth, eagerly licking it up and swallowing it. 
 

Tastes... amazing... Cheng mentally noted as she buried her face deeper into Umi's pussy, 
eagerly eating her out as deeply as she could. Umi meanwhile began to sensually hump her 
friend's face as pleasure once again coursed through her body. 
 

Cheng groaned as Umi's thighs squeezed against the side of  her head. Her clear excitement 
was visible in the way that her pussy throbbed, leaking fluids all over Cheng's face in the 
process. 
 

Then, just as quickly as it had begun, Umi lifted herself  up off  of  Cheng's face and began 
to move. "Umm... where are you going?" Cheng began, staring at Umi's perfect rear as it 
twisted around. 
 

"Just getting into a more comfortable position~" Umi replied as she turned all of  the way 
around and planted her butt back on Cheng's face, smothering her with a 69. Cheng 
continued to playfully lick at Umi's slit as she resumed rubbing against her mouth, groaning 



as her fluids dripped freely down her face. 
 

Moments after assuming that position, Umi carefully bent herself  forward until her face 
was between Cheng's own legs. The latter arched her back in pleasure as Umi gently 
brushed her lips against her inner thigh. Cheng was already soaking wet - a fact that Umi 
noted happily as she began to repay her friend the favor. 
 

Outside, nothing looked out of  the ordinary as the pack lizard's distended, gurgling 
stomach bounced lightly up and down, the two girls inside of  it undoubtedly stewing in its 
juices. Yet on the inside, Cheng and Umi were hard at work pleasuring each other, their 
moans growing more and more passionate as their bodies grew more heated. 
 

After several more minutes of  passionate lovemaking, Umi cried out in joy as she thrust her 
hips down on Cheng's face, hard, utterly smothering her as she climbed to her final orgasm. 
Her senses drowned out by the sensation of  Umi's pussy throbbing against her mouth, 
Cheng quickly came as well, squeezing her thighs against the sides of  Umi's head as she 
experienced her own orgasm. 
 

Then, it was over, and Umi collapsed into a sweaty heap on top of  Cheng, their legs 
twitching and their chests heaving. 
 

The two laid there for a little while, sweating and panting, before Umi finally began to turn 
herself  around. After a bit of  uncomfortable, slimy shifting, the two were finally able to lay 
together normally and in each other's arms. 
 

"Phew..." Umi let out a breath as she planted a kiss on Cheng's cheek, giggling as the latter 
winced at the touch of  her lips. "That was lovely, Cheng~" 

 

"Mhm..." Cheng replied shyly, reaching down to touch her tender pussy. "I'm spent... what's 
gonna happen to us now, Umi?" 

 

"Well..." the elf  began, thinking back to their current situation. "Looks like we're lizard food. 
I doubt we're getting out of  here until he decides to relieve himself~" 

 

Cheng blushed heavily at Umi's answer, the thought of  being reduced to food for a pack 
animal sending a shiver down her entire body. "Y-Yeah, I thought so..." 

 

"But just think," Umi continued, "think of  all the calories and nutrition we'll provide for 
him. He needs a lot of  energy to carry all the goblins' stuff, doesn't he?" 

 

"Yeah..." Cheng admitted. "You're right. This is where we belong..." 

 

"Mhm~" Umi agreed as she nuzzled up against Cheng's neck. "Just relax and let him digest 
us. I'm sure it'll all be over soon..." 



 

~ ~ ~ 

 

Umi was only wrong about one thing. Several hours had passed since the goblin orgy, and 
since the pack lizard had devoured both Umi and Cheng. Now, the goblins were well on 
their journey, having already traveled several miles from the site of  their encounter. 
 

Trailing in the back of  the group, the last pack lizard strolled lazily along. His fat belly hung 
between his legs and bounced ever so slightly with each step. Inside, Umi and Cheng laid 
quietly inside of  its stomach, listening to it gurgle and feeling it gently bounce and churn. 
Although the last of  their clothes had been completely digested away, leaving them utterly 
naked, they were otherwise totally unharmed. 
 

"Weh..." Cheng whined as she wiped some of  the residual slime off  of  her face which, by 
that point, had completely drenched their entire bodies. "What's taking him so long? Is he 
an herbivore?" 

 

"No, definitely not..." Umi insisted, "this stomach was made for meat. I can tell. He might 
just have a really slow metabolism... ah..." Umi suddenly realized, "of  course! He's a pack 
lizard, so... that's probably the case. Umm... I'm sorry, Cheng, I didn't even think..." 

 

"N-No, it's okay!" Cheng insisted, "I don't mind being his food, for as long as it takes!" 

 

"Think of  how much we're helping him~" Umi added with a smile, "I can't wait to feel my 
energy pumping through his veins!" 

 

"Easy for you to say..." Cheng said wistfully, "I'm probably gonna end up as one hundred 
percent poop. That's all my body's good for..." 

 

"Aw, Cheng..." Umi began, "you know that's not true!" 

 

Outside, the pack lizard's stomach continued to noisily churn and lurch as it strolled along, 
but was otherwise totally indistinguishable from every other time it had eaten a big meal. 
The goblins had long since gotten used to the sound of  the pack lizard's bodies at work, 
and the natural noises of  one of  them processing food into calories meant nothing. Even as 
the beast lumbered along, its fat stomach slowly and quietly moved, the two girls inside 
more or less assimilated into stomach fodder. 
 

~ ~ ~ 

 

For the pack lizard and his goblin crew, the rest of  the day passed relatively uneventfully. 
Day eventually gave way to a dark night, and the goblins lay sleeping around the smoldering 
remains of  a fire, having camped out for the night. 
 



Off  to the side of  the encampment, a quiet stream made its way down the gentle slopes. A 
single, hulking pack lizard stood crouched by the waters and drank from it in huge, rolling 
gulps, messily swallowing globs and globs of  water down its muscled throat. When it was 
satisfied, the lizard stood up and swallowed a throatful of  saliva before lazily trotting back 
to the encampment. A few seconds later, it laid down and fell asleep on top of  its bloated 
belly, the former snoring heavily as the latter noisily churned and sloshed. 
 

"Eugh... where did all of  this come from?" Cheng complained as the water sloshed around 
her slimy, naked body. The inside of  the lizard's belly had been significantly filled up by the 
several dozen gallons of  water it had swallowed, leaving the two girls it had eaten earlier 
that day halfway submerged. Furthermore, the cool water of  the brook quickly took on the 
predator's body temperature, becoming a hot, slimy pool that lapped at the prey's sides as it 
sloshed around them. 
 

"He probably just wanted a drink..." Umi chimed in, wiping some slime off  of  her face. 
"Don't forget, Cheng... we're just guests in his belly. Food isn't supposed to be comfortable 
inside of  a stomach!" 

 

"I know, I know..." Cheng replied with a sigh. 
 

"He's been walking all day," Umi continued, "he needs to hydrate himself!" 

 

"Yeah, and if  you include all of  the times we heard him stop to pee..." Cheng added, "I'm 
not surprised that he was a little thirsty." 

 

*glrrrrrgle* 

 

After being food inside of  the lizard's stomach for an entire day, the two girls were 
especially sensitive to changes in its body. Thus, they immediately noticed as its breathing 
became deeper and heavier, and as its stomach started to churn just a bit more energetically 
than before. 
 

"U-Umi... what's happening?" Cheng began a bit timidly as the lizard's stomach started to 
squeeze on them harder than before. 
 

"It sounds like he's laid down to sleep for the night," the elf  deduced. "He'll probably need 
our calories for the morning, so his tummy will probably convert us into energy overnight." 

 

"You mean, digest us?" Cheng clarified, her voice inflected with a twinge of  excitement. 
 

"Mhm~" Umi added, "we'll probably be passing through his intestines by the time he wakes 
up~" 

 

*gerrrrn* 



 

Cheng gave a little yelp as a glob of  hot slime splashed onto her side, leaving a trail of  red, 
irritated skin as it slowly dripped down her naked body. "Oww... his belly's getting a lot 
juicier, now." 

 

"Yeah," Umi continued, "and we've already been stewing in his stomach juices all day, so..." 

 

"So, once he gets down to it, we'll digest extra quickly," Cheng finished. "I'm already feeling 
a bit... ah... mushy..." 

 

Umi giggled as she wrapped herself  around Cheng and pulled her into a full-body embrace. 
"Eheheh, just think, Cheng, pretty soon he's gonna turn us into mush and mix us together~ 
I can't wait to pump through his whole body with you!" 

 

"Y-Yeah..." Cheng replied as she began to blush, "I'm just thinking about his eventual toilet 
trip..." 

 

"Yeah, but we spent so long in his tummy," Umi continued, "we'll probably be stewing in 
his bowels together for at least another day before he dumps us~ Ooh, I hope we're 
nutritious!" 

 

"Yeah, me too~" Cheng said with a weak smile as she leaned into Umi's embrace. All 
around them, the stomach had begun to churn and digest harder and harder, covering them 
in sticky goop as it began to slowly assimilate them into mush. 
 

*GLRRRRRN* 

 

The contents of  the pack lizard's stomach were thrown into total disarray as it rolled over in 
its sleep, causing everything inside to tumble about. After giving it a few seconds to settle, 
Umi's hands started to glow with magical energy. 
 

"Huh? What are you doing?" Cheng asked upon noticing Umi's hands, feeling them 
warming up considerably. 
 

"Just using one last little bit of  magic~" Umi said as her hands began to hum, emanating a 
powerful glow. "This ought to make digestion a little more pleasurable, and a little less 
painful." 

 

"Oh..." Cheng began, "w-well, I don't mind the pain so much, so... umm... you can save a 
little more magic for yourself... b-but thank you!" 

 

Umi chuckled as the last of  her magical energy disappeared from her hands, having run its 
course. "Well, at the very least, this'll allow us to chat with each other... you know, after we 
become all mushy." 

 



"Mhm, I can't wait~" Cheng giggled. 
 

~ ~ ~ 

 

Cheng and Umi spent the rest of  the night locked in a tight embrace as the lizard slowly 
digested them. Their slimy, naked bodies slowly came apart under the onslaught of  
digestion, becoming less and less solid as the night went on until, finally, they took on the 
consistency of  a lumpy, meaty soup. 
 

*gluuurgle* 

 

"Cheng?" Umi's thoughts rang out in the slimy darkness of  the beast's stomach, echoing 
across the churning walls. "Can you hear me?" 

 

"Yes..." Cheng replied with her own thoughts. Having been converted into a mushy soup, 
the two were no longer capable of  physical vocalizing, but could still communicate 
telepathically on account of  Umi's magic and their now-combined conscious remains. 
 

"We're really his food now, aren't we?" Umi continued with a little giggle in her silent voice. 
 

"Yeah, but we were covered in slime in his stomach for so long, that this doesn't even feel 
that different... but this is wonderful," Cheng finally admitted, "his belly really put us in our 
place, didn't it Umi?" 

 

"Yeah!" Umi agreed, delighted that they were on the same page. "Oh, it sounds like he's 
waking up! Good thing he's already got a belly full of  breakfast~" 

 

Indeed, the dawn had since broken, and the pack lizard slowly roused itself  from sleep, 
having been awoken by its own natural processes. All around, the goblins likewise slowly 
awoke as well, indicating that the departure time wasn't far off. 
 

The lizard's grumbling belly gave a low, deep gurgle as it started to squeeze, disturbing the 
contents inside. Nearly 24 hours after first eating them, the lizard was finally pumping the 
remains of  the two girls into its intestines. 
 

"Whoa, it's moving!" Cheng immediately pointed out, watching as the stomach walls 
squeezed down on their messy remains and began to push them deeper. 
 

"Looks like he finally needs our calories~" Umi added, "slurp me up, lizard boy! Ooh, I 
can't wait to feed him!" 

 

"Ngh, this is so degrading..." Cheng groaned as she felt her mass start to spread out into the 
lizard's duodenum, and then down into his small intestines. "I love it..." 

 

~ 



 

"Umi... are... are you there?" 

 

"Y-Yeah, I'm right here, Cheng..." 

 

Hours and hours had passed since Umi and Cheng had passed into the intestines. Since 
then, it had resumed its journey with the goblins. Its bowels steadily worked on their 
remains, quietly pumping them through aside from the occasional messy gurgles. Umi and 
Cheng were now so far in the lizard's lower body that it would be impossible for anyone to 
notice their existence at all - not that it was possible to tell them apart from the rest of  the 
slurry sluicing through its bowels, anyway. 
 

"He's been walking for hours," Cheng pointed out, "I hope he's getting enough energy 
from us!" 

 

"Don't worry, I'm sure he is," Umi insisted, "I can feel him absorbing my calories bit by bit. 
Can you feel it, too?" 

 

"Yeah..." Cheng admitted. As the mass of  her remains pushed through its small intestine, 
the villi lining its intestinal walls dug and slurped at her body, invading her and 
appropriating her nutrients and energy for its own bodily uses. "Did any of  you come out 
the last time he stopped to pee?" she asked, referring to one of  the numerous times the 
lizard stopped to empty its bladder along the way. 
 

"Yeah," Umi giggled, "it was exciting. He shot me out pretty hard. Most of  me is still in the 
back end of  his small intestine, though." 

 

"Same here," Cheng added, "I wonder when he'll... you know..." 

 

"Poop us?" Umi interjected, "probably in a few more hours." 

 

"Ooh, I can't wait..." Cheng added as the pack lizard's intestines lurched, pushing her a 
couple more inches along. 
 

"Why's that?" Umi teased. 
 

"Because," Cheng explained, "he's already almost used me all up, so it only makes sense that 
he'd dump me out when he's done with me... don't you think?" 

 

"Oh, I totally agree~" Umi admitted. 
 

*frrrp* 

 

The pack lizard interrupted their quiet conversation when it let out a sudden burst of  gas, 
causing the contents of  its bowels to noticeably shift. 



 

"That'll be us, in a few hours~" Umi pointed out. 
 

"Y-Yeah..." 

 

~ ~ ~ 

 

The sun was already beginning to descend, plunging the sky into a warm twilight, when the 
goblins emerged from the forest and appeared on the outskirts of  the town they were 
headed towards. Despite having been traveling all day, the pack was only showing some light 
fatigue. The goblins and their pack lizards continued to trudge along regardless. 
 

One of  the pack lizards in particular was just starting to become aware of  a steadily 
building pressure in its lower body. Having spent days passing through its body after being 
swallowed, Cheng and Umi had finally reached the end of  the lizard's digestive tract. Now 
nothing more than a hot sludge, the two girls were packed into its rectum as its colon 
pushed more waste on top of  them. 
 

Outside, the lizard in question began to slow down its pace before eventually stopping. The 
accompanying goblins noticed this, and watched as it lifted up its tail, revealing its tightly 
puckered anus. The lizard proceeded to let out a powerful fart, indicating its intentions. One 
of  the goblins gestured to the leader, who looked over with amusement. 
 

"Good, let him take care of  his need," the goblin leader began. "We promised we'd take 
those girls to town... well, we're here!" he laughed, "better let them out!" 

 

Over to the side, the pack lizard kept its tail lifted as it slowly started to squat down. Its 
tailhole opened up just enough to let out a few more noisy farts, as it shifted the contents 
of  its rectum and prepared them for expulsion. 
 

"Cheng!" Umi's voice called out inside of  the lizard, "do you feel that?" 

 

"Yeah," Cheng replied as the lizard's rectum contracted and started to push them up against 
the inside of  its anus. "It feels like he's pooping us." 

 

"It sure does~" Umi giggled, "here it comes!" 

 

*phlrrrrt* 

 

Having no mind or care for civilized tact, the pack lizard squatted down a bit lower and 
began to noisily relieve itself. The first log poked out of  its anus and quickly began to slide 
out, coiling up beneath it before finally breaking off. The lizard's tailhole twitched a few 
more times, letting out a few more bursts of  gas along with the front of  the second long, 
which was even longer than the first. 
 



Cheng and Umi watched in mutual joy as their remains slid out of  the pack lizard's anus, 
plopping onto the ground in a messy pile. The hefty logs of  poop the lizard had turned 
them into and promptly shit out were brown and mostly smooth, but with corroded bits of  
leftover bone that made it all the way through its intestines poking out. No sign of  the girls 
at all was visible in the lizard's stool, save for the broken half  of  a skull that was promptly 
buried under a new log of  fresh lizard shit. 
 

"Geez, there's so much..." Cheng pointed out as the pile reached two feet high, only for a 
fourth log to emerge from the lizard's anus. 
 

"Probably 'cause of  us~" Umi chirped, "he must really have needed to poop!" 

 

"I knew I was just gonna go right through him..." Cheng whined. 
  

Cheng and Umi's remains were buried underneath of  a hot mountain of  lizard shit that was 
probably also composed of  what was left of  them. All in all, it took the pack lizard a good 
few minutes to empty out its colon, although each log slid out easily and smoothly, 
indicating that its digestion had been thoroughly successful. 
 

Just when it had finished pooping, however, instead of  leaving, the lizard turned to face the 
pile it had left behind. A few seconds later, its penis emerged from its sheath and promptly 
lifted up. What followed was a powerful torrent of  hot urine, fresh from the lizard's bladder, 
as it relieved itself  on the pile. Given its size, the torrent of  urine it shot out was no small 
deal, and by the time it was finished, at least two gallons of  fresh lizard piss had been 
unloaded on the pile. 
 

Then, just as quickly as it had begun, the lizard was finished. Unceremoniously, the beast 
turned away from the pile and began to walk away, trotting to catch up to the rest of  pack. 
 

"W-Wait!" Cheng began, still able to project her thoughts, "he's leaving already?" 

 

"Well, yeah..." Umi retorted, "we're just a dump to him. Why would he stay?" 

 

"Yeah, I guess..." Cheng replied, sighing as she felt the waste that was her remains start to 
cool. "It's just... we were a part of  him for so long..." 

 

"I know," Umi added, "but don't worry. As soon as we respawn in a few hours, we can go 
and get into some more trouble~ How's that sound?" 

 

"Sounds like fun~" Cheng replied, "count me in!" 

 

|~| 


